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Overview

• 2018 Product Objectives
• New and upcoming in Digital Commons
• New and upcoming in Expert Gallery Suite
Bepress Product Objectives 2018

“Showcase & Publish More”
Accelerate content population

“Increase Impact”
Generate and show more impact

“Drive Administrator Engagement”
Delight IR administrators
New and Upcoming in Digital Commons

“Showcase & Publish More”
Accelerate content population

“Increase Impact”
Generate and show more impact

Drive Administrator Engagement
Delight IR administrators

- Native streaming
- PlumX Metrics
- SSRN pilot
- Privacy enhancements - GDPR
Native Streaming on Digital Commons--coming

- Uploaded files to Digital Commons will automatically stream from record page
- Metrics/Views data available on Dashboard
- More streamlined workflow
PlumX Metrics on Digital Commons—new!

- Five categories of metrics including Usage, Captures, Mentions, Social Media, Citations (learn more)
- At no additional cost
- No DOIs required!
- Details page: included for added granularity (see next)
Provide your faculty with evidence of impact
Pilot - SSRN

- 4 month Pilot (March – June)
- Pilot Schools: University of Georgia Law School and Columbia Law
- Will announce results at American Association of Law Libraries in July
- Announcement
GDPR: coming May 25, 2018

• General Data Protection Regulation – European Union

• Explicit Consent
• Breach notification
• Rights to access/rectification/be forgotten
• Data portability
• Privacy by design
• Data Protection Officer
New and Upcoming in the Expert Gallery Suite

“Showcase & Publish More”
Accelerate content population

“Increase Impact”
Generate and show more impact

Drive Administrator Engagement
Delight IR Administrators

- Harvesting enters Phase 2

- Privacy enhancements - GDPR
Harvesting Phase 2—also coming!

- Pulling from Microsoft Academic – over 170 million items from PubMed, ScienceDirect, Springer, ArXiv, SSRN, IEEE, RePEc, JSTOR, and more.

- Easily populate profiles

- Phase 2: Push/pull canonical copies to your Digital Commons
Questions?

Thank you!

Eli Windchy
VP, Consulting Services
ewindchy@bepress.com

Stay tuned for upcoming webinars on PlumX and on GDPR!